
MODEL 4150

STAND-UP
COUNTERBALANCED TRUCK

For operations looking to maximize productivity and performance, the Raymond ® Model 4150 stand-up 
counterbalanced lift truck delivers. You’ll get the most out of your investment with Raymond’s unique design 
philosophy of Eco-Performance and exceptional ergonomics, which increases productivity and efficiency and 
lowers maintenance costs. And the versatile Model 4150 can be configured to best suit your operational 
needs – whether cold storage applications, dock to storage, on ramps or in tight manufacturing spaces, for 
long distance transport and more.
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PRODUCTIVITY »
With powerful AC drive, and quick acceleration and travel speeds, operators can get more done in less time. Raymond’s 
unique ACR System™ helps maintain high truck performance throughout every battery cycle, so you get more out of every 
charge. And you can program the Model 4150 based on each operator’s skill level, including variables like travel speed and 
acceleration, to maximize efficiency throughout your operations.  

ERGONOMICS »
From an armrest designed to fit a range of operators and a single, low-force deadman pedal to the low step height and 
roomy compartment, you can see how enhanced comfort equals productivity on the Raymond Model 4150. Increased 
visibility allows for more efficient handling and stacking, and reduced product and facility damage. And, Raymond’s 
ComfortStance™ Suspension option isolates operators from impacts and automatically adjusts to each operator’s weight to 
deliver a smooth ride over dock plates and uneven floors.

MANEUVERABILITY »
With a tight turning radius, these trucks excel in close-quarter operations like boxcars, trailers and stacking areas. A compact 
footprint and agile steering deliver precise maneuvering in tight spaces, and counter-rotating drive tires execute tight turns. 
With battery compartment size options of 13.5”, 16.25” and 18.25”, you get even more room to maneuver by further reducing 
truck length.

MAINTENANCE »
Designed with easier service access and longer scheduled maintenance intervals, the Model 4150 helps you minimize 
downtime and repair costs. The electric brake and regenerative braking maximize heat dissipation, reducing maintenance 
time and cost of ownership. The ComfortStance option is designed with only nine parts for simplified maintenance, and 
the ACR System has fewer moving parts than comparable AC motors, providing easier service access and diagnostics for 
less downtime. 

VERSATILITY »
With cold storage conditioning, 3,000-lbs. and 3,500-lbs. load capacities and rough dock application ability, the  
Raymond Model 4150 stand-up counterbalanced lift truck excels in a variety of applications. Whether loading and 
unloading trailers, transporting or racking, the Model 4150 helps you get every job done.

STAND-UP COUNTERBALANCED  MODEL 4150

The angled front cover and overhead guard design enhance visibility for more efficient handling and stacking and a 
clear view right down to the forks.


